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PEARL ECHO WINS TOPTENREVIEWS GOLD AWARD
Exton, PA – January 14, 2010 - Pearl Software announced that TopTenREVIEWS ranked Pearl
Echo® #1, selecting it as the Gold Award winner in Internet Management Software. The roundup
included ten other products designed to monitor employee Internet access. In a side-by-side
comparison, Pearl Echo out-performed the competition. As stated by the review, “Pearl Echo is
truly outstanding Internet management software.”
“Pearl Echo's powerful features make it not only a powerful administrative tool, but also powerful
security against breaches and what might implicate your company in legal suits,” notes the review.
“For the ultimate Internet Management Software, Pearl Echo ranks highest on our TopTenREVIEWS
list.”
Pearl Echo monitors each user’s web browsing, file transfers, news, chat, e-mail and instant
messaging. Pearl Echo allows managers to easily view how much time users are spending online.
The Internet management software includes an enterprise-class report manager that automatically
links to visited web sites and restores all text from outbound and inbound e-mail, IM, blog and
news group postings.
Pearl Echo’s patented Mobility Monitor™ manages Internet activities regardless of how the
computer connects to the Internet; even if it is beyond the confines of an internal network. This is
appealing to forward-thinking organizations that recognize the need to expand their Internet use
policies beyond their physical network. Pearl Echo simplifies the management and enforcement of
an organization's access rules to telecommuters using the 'Net from home and laptop users
connecting at airports, Starbucks® or any other readily available public "hotspot”.
“It was nice to see our solutions go up against products like Spector, eBlaster and others,” stated
Joe Field, Pearl Software’s CTO. “The review was extremely thorough, took over half a year to
complete and we are very pleased that we continue to maintain our leadership position in this very
challenging area of network security.”
About Pearl Software
Pearl Software was founded in 1996 by David Fertell and Joe Field. The company provides Internet
monitoring, filtering and control products to government agencies, corporations, hospitals, schools
and libraries throughout the world. Pearl Software’s key patented and patent-pending products
include Pearl Echo® and Website-Echo™. The company also offers browser control software,
TakeMeHome™ and partners with law enforcement to extend the application of its remote and
mobile Internet monitoring and control capabilities.
For additional competitive information
including the full TopTenReview evaluation, please visit the Pearl Software website,
www.pearlsw.com/products/pearlEcho/competition.html. For additional product and contact
information, please visit http://www.pearlsw.com.
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